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old school
plaid bag

This bag was designed as a throwback to my high school days when
I wore a lot of plaid with accessories to match. Other than that, it’s a
classic and useful messenger bag style with exposed zipper flap pocket
and turn lock closure.

difficulty :

makes :

The process is pretty simple to grasp, but there are a lot
of details to this bag which can make it take a while.

materials

one 10” x 10” x 3” bag

& tools

• 2/3 yd. of medium weight fabric
• Matching sewing thread
for the outer bag (denim, twill, or
• Basic sewing tools (sewing machine,
canvas is good here, I used a plaid
scissors, iron, needles, pins, fabric
suiting)
marker, seam ripper)
• ¼ yd. of medium weight complementing fabric for contrast pieces
(denim or canvas is good here, I
used twill)
• 2/3 yd. of lightweight fabric for lining
(I used quilting cotton)
• 12” long zipper (at least)
• 1” metal turn lock

before you begin :
1. Print out the project pattern, pages
13-21
2. Assemble the printed pattern pieces
3. Lay out the pattern pieces on your
fabric and cut them out
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1

Take your two flap top
pieces in both the outer
fabric and the lining and
sew them with right sides
together along the slanted
edges. Repeat this with the
flap bottom piece as well. Press
the seams open.

tip:

In step 2 you might notice I added some interfacing towards the bottom of my
flap bottom piece. If your fabric is not so stiff like mine was, you might want to
do this as reinforcement for the turn lock installation that comes at step 20.

2

With both flap pieces
opened flat, line up the
middle seam by having the
right sides of the lining and
outer fabric face each other. Sew
the pieces together in the ditch
of the previous seam with a long
basting stitch (the longest length
your machine sews), but still back
tack at the beginning and end of
your seam. This is in preparation
for inserting the zipper and we’ll
be ripping these middle stitches
out later. Fold the fabric back so
the outer fabric (for the flap top
and bottom) matches up with its
corresponding lining piece again.
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Lay your zipper on top
of your outer fabric and
line up the teeth perfectly
centered along the seam
you’ve sewn. Sew the zipper
down along each side of the
tape. When you’re finished, rip
out the extra-long stitches you’d
sewn in the middle seam. The
zipper is now functional and you
can use it to open and close this
opened seam. The front of your
flap is now finished, so you’re
much closer to getting the bag
complete!
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Now to prepare your upper
handle. Fold under each
short edge of your handle
piece by 5/8” and iron the
folds in place. Now fold under
each long edge by 5/8” and iron
those in place. Fold the entire
handle in half lengthwise and iron
it flat as well.
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6

Sew the handle by edge
stitching down the folded
edges of your piece down
the entire length.

To attach the handle, line
up each end with the
square on the pattern
guideline for the flap front.
Sew the end of the handle in
place with a box stitch. Repeat
this with the other side of the
handle and the other square
guideline.
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Now to complete your
flap. Take your two flap
lining pieces and place one
with the right side facing
up. On top of that, place your
zippered flap piece, again facing
up. Lastly place your last flap
lining piece on top, but with the
right side facing down. Line up
all the raw edges sew along the
perimeter of the flap, leaving
the top straight section open
for turning the flap right side
out. Be sure to sew very carefully over the zipper. Notch the
seam allowances, turn the flap
right side out, and press it flat. I
topstitched around the edge of
the flap again to keep it all flat
and neat, but that’s up to you.

Now to make your front
pocket. Sew your two
pocket pieces together
along the raw edges, but
don’t forget to leave the
opening in the top for turning
it right side out. Trim the seam
allowances, turn the pocket right
side out, and press it flat.
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Tuck the seam allowances
in from the opening in the
top of the pocket and
iron it flat. Topstitch about
¼” in along this top edge of
the pocket to sew the opening
closed.
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Apply the pocket to the
front of your bag by lining
it up with the pocket
guidelines and sewing along
the sides and bottom. Leave
the top free and you have a
functioning pocket :D
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Install the bottom half of
your metal turn lock to
your bag front where the
pattern guideline indicates.
I reinforced my bag with a bit
of interfacing because my fabric
wasn’t very stiff.
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Sew your gusset piece
around the sides and
bottom of your bag front
piece. You might want
to clip the seam allowances
of the gusset when you get
towards the corners of the bag
front to make going around
the curves easy. Apply the bag
back to the other side of your
gusset. Repeat this with your
lining pieces, but be sure to leave
an opening where the pattern
indicates for turning the bag right
side out later.
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13

Next we’re making the
strap. To make it the
full length you’ll need to
sew your two strap pieces
together. The least conspicuous way to join the two strips
is by sewing them on the bias.
Line up the corners of the straps
at 90˚ angles and sew them
together along the bias – the
pattern guidelines mark this so
you get an idea of which way to
go. Trim the excess fabric after
sewing this line and press the
seam open.
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To fold the strap, fold each
long edge of the strap
piece by 5/8” and iron the
folds in place. Then fold the
entire strap in half lengthwise
and iron it in place as well.
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Sew the strap in half by
edge stitching along the
folded edges of your strap
all the way down the length.
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Now things are really
starting to come together!
Baste your strap to the
sides of your bag, centered
on the gusset sections. The
pattern guideline will also show
where that is. Baste one end of
the strap to one side, and the
other end to the other side of
the bag, but be sure it doesn’t
get twisted in the process.
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Now baste your flap in
place in a similar fashion.
Baste it to the back side of
your bag with the right sides
facing and center it along the
top edge.
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Nestle your main bag
into your lining bag and
match up the upper raw
edge. Line up all the seams
if you can, then sew around
the perimeter to create the top
seam of your bag.
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Turn the bag right side out
through the opening in the
lining. Press the top seam
and topstitch about ¼”
away from this edge to keep
your lining from peeking out.

Bring your flap down over
the front of your bag.
Install the other end of
your turn lock where the
pattern indicates, or adjust
it higher or lower if you see
fit. Either way, enjoy your bag
because YOU’RE DONE!
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FRONT & BACK
Cut 2 from outer fabric
Cut 2 from lining fabric
5/8” seam allowance

A1 A2

pocket placement

turn lock
placement

B1 B2
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opening for turning

A3 A4
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FRONT POCKET
Cut 2 from lining fabric
5/8” seam allowance

B3 B4
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opening for turning (lining only)

C1 C2
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FLAP LINING

Cut 2 from lining fabric
5/8” seam allowance

D1 D2

B3 B4

FLAP TOP
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C3 C4
Cut 1 from outer fabric
Cut 1 of lining fabric (reversed)
5/8” seam allowance

C1 C2
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D3 D4

B5 B6

strap
placement

C3 C4
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GUSSET & STRAP
Cut 2 from outer fabric
Cut 1 of contrast fabric
Cut 1 of lining fabric
5/8” seam allowance

strap
placement

D5 D6

D1 D2
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UPPER HANDLE
Cut 1 of contrast fabric
5/8” seam allowance
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E1 E2

E1 E2
Cut 1 from outer fabric
Cut 1 of lining fabric (reversed)
5/8” seam allowance

FLAP BOTTOM
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D3 D4
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E3 E4

turn lock
placement

D5 D6

strap placement
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